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Seeking a position with a company that will require me to utilize my skills, abilities
and experience to ensure your company's success. I bring strong business ethics, 
team work and provide excellent customer service skills that will enhance your 
company.

2008 – 2013
ROUTE DELIVERY DRIVER - ABC CORPORATION

 Managed a sales route with 80 regular stops that included convenience stores 
and gas stations, independent supermarkets, and drug stores spanning urban 
and rural communities.

 Stocked product on shelves and in coolers and vending machines.
 Review invoices with customers and obtain shipper and receiver 

authorizations /signatures.
 Maintain safe vehicle and conditions in compliance with company and highway 

regulations.
 Assist with load and unloading of product at warehouse using a Pallet Jack and 

forklift.
 Built positive customer relationships with contacts at each store and resolved 

any service issues.
 Ensured optimal visibility of products with the set-up of promotional displays, 

banners and pricing signs.

2005 – 2008
ROUTE DELIVERY DRIVER - ABC CORPORATION

 Industry Logistics/Delivery/Food and Beverage Job Duties/Responsibilities 
Working at Regal Wine Imports has given me the opportunity to further broaden
my knowledge within the delivery field as a commercial delivery driver.

 My route consisted of northern New Jersey and all five boroughs of New York 
City.

 A high demand for exceptional time management skills and customer 
satisfaction are second to none in this particular environment.

 While working closely with my managers, I was directly involved in route 
planning and strategy, discussion and implementation of solutions to satisfy 
customer needs, and delegating tasks and instructions to subordinates.

 A very close relationship and rapport with sales representatives was also an 
imperative part of the delivery process.

 A constant line of communication between them and I have always proven to be
beneficial in the delivery process as we relayed information regarding customer 
needs, time window information, and details regarding product inventory and 
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accounts receivable.
 A high attention to detail, customer service, and safety allowed me to continue 

to excel with Regal Wine and further my career within this industry..

EDUCATION

- (Wor-Wic Community College)

SKILLS

Forklift Operator, Basic Machining Skills.
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